


I wonder what
the cost of living
is here?...

Hey Reagan,
Aren’t the 
Snacks Great!

…if we get
lost again 
tonight…..



The ACA Software Tong

PSS.., Matt.
We have got
to get better
snacks for
our Part 121
PDR.



I Think DDM stands
For Dog DooDoo

Machine

….and that’s what 
DDM is!



I’m a Customer
Engineer and
you’re not!

He’s a Customer
Engineer and 
I’m not!



Let’s see…if I liquidate
all of my assets, sell the
house, move to Mexico…
Hmm…..



One more Action
Item and I’ll go

POSTAL !!S/W PDR’s are
fun if you are a
hardware guy!

H/W guys are
OK as long

as they don’t 
write code



Black Queen
on Red King

How come
Mary looks
so Interested

….and then, and this is the really
exciting part, we verify the third bit
by masking it off and comparing 
it to the “golden word”, which I’ll

go into right now…..

This is so
Cool!



One just doesn’t try to give
Action Items to Dave



You should 
really install
that Electronics
Unit over here. I’m just about ready to

install that unit
in the BBB.

(Brit Biological Bay)



I didn’t think anything
would make 

software verification
Look good!

….and then we’ll
look at the luminosity
of the “A” font, and then
it get’s REALLY exciting...

How am I going to
break it to Myers and 
Suzanna.  I LOVE 
touchscreens…they’ll
be hurt but I have to be
true to myself.

Note the time.



It’s 6:36pm, we were
here till 9pm last night.
I wish I could get this
window open.

….if I get a fatal disease, I’ll
ask to go to every S/W PDR.
Three days here is like a 
life time any where else.



That’s not what
I heard DDM
Stands for...



Dear Bob,I’ve been
thinking about 
that touch screen….

Psss.  Bruce,
If the State finds
out the truth, 
can I work in
Info Tech?

Can we go over
that verification
stuff again?

..and to think.
I used to wonder
why Dave owned
guns.



I hope I don’t get
that grumpy

when I grow up. We
only drove 

around for a couple 
of hours looking for

this place.

How could I get
hooked up with
an outfit that can’t
even find it’s way
to a bar!



After Amsterdam,
Dave makes me

drink water.

Damn right!

Please let
me die now!



I’d better learn to
pack it away if I’m going

to be a
Teacher



Bruce, whistling the Overture of 1812



Part 21 Software PDR Completion Ceremony

Customer
Engineering
is looking
better and better.



That’s all 
Folks!
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